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FEMMO™ !!!

One sunny summer day earlier this year, I spent an instructive chunk of time waiting to use the facilities of a gloomy, underground public lavatory 
in a Paris park.  I was not alone. From the crowded entrance a thick queue of women, girls and very small children accumulated up and down 
the deep stairs, pooling on a landing and creeping slowly and unevenly towards the too few amenities in subterranean dimness below. A man in 
uniform, whom I supposed to be a sanitary official, directed traffic.  

Was it different in Paris? I wondered.  Did ladies here get restive enough about badly distributed, gender-biased lavatory access to behave in a 
revolutionary manner? (Though if this pre-revolutionary crowd had turned, one policeman would not have been sufficient to stop us.) 

Our official, meanwhile, pushed up and down the stairs, constantly clearing a path to a door whose significance I only understood when one man 
and one little boy swept together down the empty steps and through it into the Gents. As they turned in, each shot a differently inflected look at 
us, the crowd of restless, self-controlling others. The boy’s expression, tilted upwards, was frankly worried, the man’s a mixture of self-confidence 
and unseeingness. “We”, the man assured the boy as they disappeared, “don’t have to wait”.

If this is not a perfect analogy for the commercial and institutional art worlds that bother FEMMO’s editors, contributors and readers, it’s not a 
bad one either.

FEMMO is a (so-far) six-part series of two-colour, tablecloth-sized magazine covers screen-printed on fabric. It appears three times a year and each 
issue consists of a set of headlines for stories the editors, Virginia Fraser and Elvis Richardson, would like to read, plus offers for products that don’t 
yet – and perhaps can never – exist but that they would like to acquire. 

When Elvis suggested working together, I had some unfinished business with feminist issues of art magazines, having recent experience of an item 
on the Gorilla Girls list of advantages of being a woman artist – seeing your ideas live on in the work of others.  I suggested to Elvis that we publish 
a feminist art magazine ourselves and she came up with the name. 

We wanted it to be bigger than anyone else’s art magazine, and briefly considered ourselves screen printing the newly invented publication 
including articles.  A visit to Spacecraft screen printers on another matter suggested a more interesting idea.  There Stewart Russell demonstrated 
reusable paste-ups by noisily ripping down, without tearing it, the corner of a printed textile stuck to the studio wall.  Paste, pull off, re-paste – 
permanent ephemera.  

Dropping the inside pages means that FEMMO’s content travels between the printed surface and the reader’s imagination without passing through 
a written article. For this reason, the National Library, which you might think would appreciate the indexical, declined to issue our publication with 
an International Standard Serial Number.

When my co-editor and I decided to put ourselves on the cover we weren’t prepared for our first deadline with the appropriate selfies. Destiny 
Deacon, of whom I already had taken many pictures for various purposes of her own, let us use one of them on our first issue and inaugurated 
the FEMMO look. 

For cover lines we invited, as they occurred to us, various people we thought might have something interesting, perceptive, amusing or annoying 
to say about the state of the art world and women’s participation in it. Sometimes we have put words into people’s mouths (if they agreed), 
sometimes used a suggested line or phrase as presented to us, sometimes worked a line or phrase into a more sensational form, and got a lot of 
stuff off our own chests.  We credit our contributors and pay them (with a copy of the cover they contribute to). 

Elvis provided the first opportunity to show FEMMO in an exhibition to which she’d already been invited.  Benglis 73/74 at Sutton Project Space 
was one of a series celebrating US artist Linda Benglis’s famous 1974 Artforum ad saying “fuck you” to the highly masculinised NY art world. With 
curator Geoff Newton’s gift for assembling porn flavoured art, the exhibition turned out to be, as Elvis observed, less the expected “fuck you” than 
“fuck me”, into which FEMMO #1 was surprised but pleased to intervene. 

Among FEMMO’s local predecessors in the fictive magazine market are David McDiarmid’s 1980s Plague Boy and Vanity Bear and Destiny Deacon’s 
1990s Indigene. Like Deacon, we have produced the cover for a magazine we would choose at the newsagent’s in a different world; like McDiarmid 
we are using one-liners to try to bring that world about.

- Virginia Fraser
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